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§1.

Introduction aisd Seminary

In his paper [4], Y. Nishimura discussed the problem of extending holomorphic functions on a submanifold X of Cn to ones on the ambient space3
with the order of growth in consideration. In this note we shall take up this
problem in a slightly different setting. We consider a Stein manifold X with
a strictly plurisubharmonic C°° exhaustion function V such that sup ^= + 00.
We also set /0=inf T^. For a real valued continuous function X(t) on [t09 oo),
we set
(1.1)

M(X, X) = {h\ h is holomorphic on X and
sup | h(p) \ exp(-

M(X, X) is a Banach space with respect to the norm
(1.2)

||A|k = sup | h(p)\

If Y is a closed analytic submanifold of X, Y is again a Stein manifold
and T/r\Y is a strictly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function for Y. We shall
use the similar notation as (1.1) and (1.2) for Y and ^ | Y.
For two C°° functions ju(t) and X(t) on [tQ, oo), ,a<^ shall mean /A(r)^A(/) 9
^'(0^^'(0 and /*"(0^"(0 for all re[r 0 , oo).
Now our main assertion sounds as
Theorem I. If X and ^ are as above and if Y is a closed analytic submanifold of codimension 1, then there exists a non-decreasing convex C°° function
v(t) of t^[tQ, oo)5 such that for any C" function X(t) with v<A (1) 3 there exists
a constant Cx such that any h<E.M(Y, X) has an extension H^M(X, ;i(2) + i/1))?
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with II^II^W^QIWL- Here W is defined by X(i\t)=l(t+i) for /=!, 2
and similarly for ^(0.
There are many works in this direction. To mention some of them,
we have [0] and [6]. They have their own general scope or concrete viewpoints. The author hopes that the present work is not completely covered
by them.
Many thanks are due to the referee for valuable suggestions.
§20

Construction of v

Let X, i^ and Y be as above. Let us take locally finite open covers
U = iUi}iei and cUf = {U/i}^I with the following properties:
(1) For each / e/, there exists a system of local coordinates (z}9 •••, zj) which
is valid on an neighborhood U" containing Ui, and in this coordinate system
Ui and U'i have forms
<

(21)

-*,

for a = 1,

(2) / is the disjoint union of subsets II and J2. For ze/ 1? £/z-n F^ and
z?=0 is a local equation for F in U'i'. For z e/2, Ui fl r=0.
(3) If/? and q belong to Z7,-, then | ^(p) ~-^(q) \ < 1 .
We set R~ z? for f e/! and jR f -=l for z e/2. Then {J?,| form a system of
local equations for Y and

(2.2)

6,, = *,/*,

defines a system of transition functions for [Y]. It is clear that such coverings
exist provided e,- are suitably chosen. For /S/D we define the projection
(2.3)

^,.(z,, zj) = z,. , where z; = (4, -, ^r1) .

Now there exists, for each p^U, |~| Z// (j'e/j), a positive number ^7(/>) such
that
fyGO or (Z^QeUjClU,

for

If we set

V, nu, = *j(p) x wt ,
^ n t/,' = ary(p) X W'P ,
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Wp and Wp being open sets on the z'j-plane, we have
(r yi (p)=max[z5(^),sup{j|{|z5|<j}c^}] If
if »

'

(Note that rjl(p)'^\znj(p)\

in any cases.) Then we have the following:

Lemma 1. lim inf ry/(#) ^ ry/(/7) when q->p.
by a positive number,

ry/ is bounded from below

Proof. Suppose Wp 3 0 and ry/(/?) = sup-fs | { | z" | <s} C ^. For any s
with Q<s<rji(p), XJ(P) X { | zy | ^s} is a compact set in Uj x Z7/. Hence there
exists an open neighborhood V of 7Cj(p) such that Fx {|z y | ^4 Ct/ y n Z7/.
Then for g with ^r e J7y n Ui and ?r/^) e K, Wq ID { \ z1} \^s}.
Hence (2.4) holds
for q and we have ry 7(^)^5. Hence lim inf r y/ (g)^5
In other cases we have liminf r y/ (^)^liminf |zy(^)| = |zy(/?)| =ry/(jp).
Next, set
ej^^inf

{\x-y\\x, y*=C9xGW't,y$Wp}.

It is clear that sjt> 0. We have rjt(p) ^ ey/ for p^Ujf}Ui.
then

In fact, if PF^ $ 03

is in Wfp always.) Suppose J^E&O. If e y/ < sup{j| {|z?
then clearly ry /(/?)> e y/ . Otherwise there is a je€ ? — FP^ with | j | =e y/ .

Hence

For each p, there are only a finite number of pairs (J9 1) such that
U'i. Hence
(2.5)

r(p) = min ry/(/?)

is a well defined positive valued function on a neighborhood of Y. This can
be extended to a function on X with the same properties, by setting r(p) = l
outside.
We choose a partition of unity {p{} subordinate to C L7 / . We also take
a metric along the fibres of the bundle [7]"1. This is expressed by a system
{a,-} of positive valued C°° functions a,- : Ui-^R9 such that

(2.6)

fl;/fl*=|6y*|a

on

U^U..
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Because the coordinates (zy) exist on U'/ which contains t7y and because we
can assume Rj is also defined on U'/9 we can assume that Oj is defined as a
differentiable function on U'/. This we shall assume to be the case. Set,
for each p^Uj, bj(p) = max | log | bjt(p) \ 2 \ , I ranging over such indices that
p e E//. Then we have
- log

We put b(p) = S Pi(p)bi(p)9 then we have
-b(p)^ log aj(p)—

S

We replace 0y(/>) by ay(/>) exp (— S P/(/0 log a/(/?))3 then we have the estimate
(2.7)

exp (-b(p))^aj(p)

^ exp (b(p)) .

Finally we choose a complete Kahler metric ds2 on X.
ordinate system (zy), ds2 will be expressed as

In terms of local co-

We set
(9

8^
(*•&}

T .
flet (0 . *}
Tj
— ^£L
{gJ(Xlp) g

then |r/} defines a metric along the fibres of KXI, where Kx denotes the canonical bundle of X.
All these being settled, we take a C°° non-decreasing convex function v(t)
on fr 05 oo)3 such that

f(a)
\

S

0

-

JL

1

Vi

\J.

S/

'

~ '

\J.

S0

f

r(p)

v '

(2.9)
^jUAj'

\

UZjU&'j

'

(c) exp {—v(&(p))-\-b(p)} ° ry(
where ffy appeared in the definition of I7y5 y is any index such that
and C is a positive constant.
§30

The Proof of the Theorem

For a function h^M(Y9X),

we extend it to the holomorphic function
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hj^^h

For /e/ 2 , we simply set h~Q. In E/yfl Uk hj—hk and Rj have the zero set
Uj fl Uk n Y in common. Hence
(3.2)

hjk =

(lij-kJ/Rj

is holomorphic in C/ y n C7* and {^} form a 1-cocycle in Z1(CU5 SOT]""1))- As
usual we consider the l~cocycle {Hjk} in Z1^, ^"([r]"1®^1) defined by

and set
(3.3)

?y = — S PmeimHmi ,

where ejk = (Rk/Rj) det -^^, then we have 7jj—ejk7]k=Hjk.
d(z^)

We set

/, = dij ,

(3.4)

then /={/y} is a [F]'1® ^'-valued (/?, l)-form on X with 5/=0.
With the aid of a function ^: R-*R, we introduce the inner product (9,
of [FJ'^^^-valued (/?, g)-forms ^ = {9?y} and ^=={^.} by
x

exp (

and denote by J2q(X, ju) the Hilbert space of [F]"1®^1- valued measurable
(n, #)-forms <p with (9, 9)<oo.
Lemma 2a For any h^M(Y9 1), f constructed as (3.1)^(3.4) belongs to
J2\X, 2/l(1)+i/) and the correspondence h-*f is a continuous linear map. For
Tjj we also have
(3.6)

Ikylltry = I

exp{—(2% (1 \^) ^vfa))} ajf j7]j/\*7]j^Cf

° \\h\\l .

Proof. For h<=M(Y9 X)9 hj satisfies |X y |07)^||A|| x -exp{A (1) (^Cp))}, because p and XJ(P) belong to the same U}. Consider hjk(p) for p^UjftUi,
and in particular as a function of znh other z*'s being considered as parameters. If | znj(p) \ ^r(p\ then (3.7) below holds trivially. If (Sj(p)9 C) <= C/y n ^
for |C| ^r(p), then hjk(zj9 C) has the maximum of its absolute values on the
circle | C | =r(p). Hence

(3-7)

1/

2,

r(p)

I I T II
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holds. Since supp pm Is contained in U'm for any ms we can estimate ijj and
fj by virtue of (3.7)3 and see
(/,/)

=(

jdz] A - Adz?)

v .5

A *CS dpmejmhmjdzlm A - A cbrj)

A *(S
Sp.6. Ai AJ A - A dz5)
HZ
S£ C0 Jf J£exp{-(2*«(^)+K^))}a,7", 23
1 bt^m^niulm \ w-dv ,
/ , »M
where w /JB and wy denote the pointwise inner product of dpl with Spm and
dz}A'"Adzy with itself respectively3 that Is: §pl/\^(dpm)=ulmdv and (dz}A
••• Adz")A*(dz}A' oa /\dz*j)=Wjdv.
CQ is the constant which appears In [5],
Lemma A (p. 18). (The same lemma Is referred to as Lemma 11.1 in [3].)
Hence we have

\dfll\)2dv

where Cl is a constant independent of h. Thus we have
(3.8)

ll/llj^V^-IIAIIx.

The proof of (3.6) is similar.
Next we apply Hormander's ^-theory. Since components of the curvature form O of the metric along the fibres are

rw^)-] ., rawi . . rg'ioggn ra2iogr,q^rt.
L 9z^zf _rL0zy0*?J L az;0zf J L dz^- J=^«
we have
for («5 g)-form <p with compact support (q^ 1). Hence
(3.9)

(p, V)^(d<p9 §?)+(§*<?, d*<p)

for such a ^3 where 5* denotes the adjoint operator to d. Because d^2 is
complete, (3.9) holds for any <p of X\X9 2^(1)+^)5 which belongs to the inter-
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section of the domains of d and d*. ([5], Theorem 1.1, p. 18. See also [3],
theorem 14.1.) Then Hormander's theorem ([2], Theorem 1.1.4) tells that
(*)

For f defined by (3 A\ there exists a % ^£\X,
f =d£, \\t\\ j:^\\f\\j: and? is C".

21^+v) such that

Set

?! j -£,. = gj dz} A - A dznj ,

(3.10)

then gy is a holomorphic function on Uj and we have
(3.H)

hjk = gj~(Rk/Rj)gk

on J 7 y n t ^ .

Hence
is a global holomorphic function on X which extends A on Y.
We have only to estimate H. Take any point p of X. p is contained in
U'j for some 7. Set £*=zy— z*Cp), then the multi-disk D={(£)| I f* !<*,•}
is contained in Uj and gy is holomorphic there. Hence we have, for | r

Multiplying both hand sides by vr»
we obtain

ail

d integrating from r^^O to r^=ej3

2

Hence
(3.12)

l

£2.»

n gj

2

=

(2n)n

where 77J and fy denote the coefficients of dz}A s o °Adzy in ?^y and fy re»
spectively. We have? by Schwarz inequality.

I 1/2

'exp
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•

D

a, exp -

= 2-"/2| f ajVr 1 exp
Jz>
where || H^ denotes the latter factor in the preceding expression. Because of
(2.7) and (2.9c), we have

£C

exp{2

while

Thus we have, from (3.12)9

Putting C 2 ^ 2x//C<>Cl g we finally have
(3.13)

Because |^Cp)|^l and \hj(p)\ ^||A|L exp 0(1)(^0?))}, we have proved
that
(3.14)

§4o Mshlmura9s Case
In this section we shall sketch that we can deal with Nishimura's case
by our method partly. In this case X=Cn with the standard cartesian coordinates (f1, — , O and iHO = {l+ S|C*I2}1/2. y is defined by an entire
<&
function F as Y= {(C) | F(C)=0} and F satisfies the conditions

where | dF(Q \2= S | aF/^C05 12 and 97, M5 Af' , 5 and B' are positive constants.
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Nishimura's main result is as follows:
Theorem N8 Suppose that above conditions are satisfied, then for any
-$!>(), there exist positive constants B2 and C2 such that for any h^M(Y, B^f1),
there exists an H^M(Cn, B^) satisfying H\Y=h and \\H\\B2i^C2\\h\\B^.
We shall assume that ??^1 3 and shall show in the following that
Theorem 2* If X=Cn and Y is defined by an F satisfying (4.1) with #^1,
then the function v(f) mentioned in Theorem 1 can be taken as v(f)=B^fJ9 where
B1Q is a suitable positive constant.
Since (t+ty^At* for a constant A and for i=l, 23 it is clear that Theorem TV follows from Theorems 1 and 2,
We shall sketch direct construction of the covers V and C U / . First we
recall a classical lemma in the theory of functions of a complex variable.
Lemma 30 Suppose w=f(z) is a function of a complex variable z, holomorphic in the disk | z | < j R and \f(z)\^M there. Moreover assume that
/(0)=0 flwrf/'(0)=c1=j=0. Then the inverse function z=g(w) (with g(0)=0) is
defined at least in the domain \w\<\cl\2R2/6M and we have \g(w)\^\c1\°R2/4M
there.
For the proof see, for example, [1] Lemma 17. 7.1 pp. 385-386,
shall also make use of the following**

We

4. ([4], Lemma 2) If H is a function in M(€n, Bf)for some ?7>05
^>03 then ll/mia'^'/f/aC'I^H^IUXx/^'^'expl-/^^}, where m denotes
the multi-index (ml9 • • • , mn), | m \ — S mo& an& ^=2^+ 1 .
These being settled, we first verify without difficulty., that if p and
are such that ^(p)^2 and S I ^(p)-^(q) 1 2 < - I S I C(p) \ 2} ~\ then we have
<*
9
I <1- In tne construction of ^ and c\3' we pay attentions to
that part for which ty(p)^2. Remaining part can be dealt with separately.
Take p^Y, we change the coordinate into (££) by a unitary transformation;

(4.2)

^-S

*) Note that our {I+SIC05!2}^2 and Nishimura's (SK^IT^ + l define the equivalent
norms in the sense of (1.1).
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so that 8F/d^(p)=0
the absolute value
(4.3)

for a<n. Then 8F/dSnp(p)9 which we denote by cl9 has

| Cl | = {S | §£(/>) l2}1/2^ exp{-(,4'+5VGO')> ,
* ac^

where $' appears in (4.1) and A' is a constant determined by M'.
For the moment we fix f), ••-, fj"1 to be =0 and consider F as a function
=H; of a single variable f =f J. If we set
=
(4.4)

then we can apply Lemma
nection with M in (4.1).)
in a domain containing
the following, Ai9 Bf are

3 to /with J?, M in (4.4). (A is determined in conThus we have the inverse function E=g(w), defined
{w\ \ w\ < exp{— (A3-\-B^(pf)}}.
(Here and in
suitably chosen constants independent of p.)

In order to take the change of f J, •••, Snp~l into account, we consider the
relation
w' = H(SP, S) = Gp(tp, t)-Gp(ip, 0) ,
where Sp stands for (f J, •••, f J"1) and G^ is the function F expressed in terms
of (Ep). Because of Lemma 4 we have
f ) I = I GP(SP, F)-Gp(fp, 0) | = |

o

dGp/d£(Sp9 r)dr |

"} | f | .

„ 0) | = |
{G,(rf „ 0)}dr | = |
^o dr

S fj

(rf,, 0)dr |

—*(f,,0)
^ a. \ py /

». 0)}'

( l s<

dGp

Jo
JO »=i
«=
«-l

S I fj I • 2«Af exp {KBty(p)+1)"}.
05 = 1

Hence if we choose J4 and Bt suitably and set
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we have, in V^

(4.5)

We apply Lemma 3 to H. When |f?| < exp{-(^4+54^(/7f)> for a=l,
•••,«—!, the relation w'=H(Et,E) can be solved as £ =•&•(£ p, w") for | w ' | <
exp{— (^g+U^G?)")}-. We change .44 and 54 if necessary and can achieve
that | Gt(£t, 0) | <^- exp{— (4,+lfoKp)')}, then
£=n

"-<?,(£„ 0))

is holomorphic f o r | n > | < — exp{— (^e+^elM/O13)} • I11 other words, we have
constructed a neighborhood Vp of /? and local coordinates (£p, w) such that

where w(q)=F(q) for
Take Up = {(SP9 w) | | f J | <P, I w \ <P} and V'p = {(£p, iv) I | f 5 1 < (1 -e>,
|w| <(1— e)p}, where p = exp{— (^y+^^C/?)')}, e is small positive and independent of p, in such a way that Upc:Vp. Choose a locally finite system
{C//}ye/i from among {£/"£} jer so that U£/yH>F. As a matter of fact we
choose {p3} and denote Up. by t/y. (Similarly for t/y.) We add {t//}ye/2
and {£/y}ye/2 to obtain covers of X, as described in §2. Those C/y and C/y
(je/2) which intersect U C/y shall be taken in similar forms as Up, Up above
yelj

with the origin PJ of (fy)-coordinates as the centre of C/y, and Wj=F—-F(pj)
instead of wp=F. Coordinates for Uj which does not intersect any Uk(kE:Id
can be taken as linear coordinates unitary equivalent to (C). e will be taken
to be common all through.
These coordinate systems are not normalized as described in §2? but
dependence of p~3 on j is known and its effect on the choice of the function v
is clear.
We have only to estimate rjk appeared in §2. Take a pair (7, K) of
indices in I1 such that t/ynt/&4=0. f? (a — U • • • , / / — !) are linear functions
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(4.6)

fj = 2 cjS(AH&>,)£}+S
/3,-y

c%(pk) and CP(PJ) are entries of unitary matrices and hence coefficients of the
linear terms in (4.6) are bounded when j and k vary. In Uj we take fy («=1,
•••,/i—1) and >Vy=jFas coordinates. f?(l^a^/i — 1) are holomorphic functions of these coordinates. We have

Hence
for

Consider a point q&Ujft U'k9 for which
\wj(q)\< e*p{-(
where ^49 and J99 are suitably chosen. We have \S1(q)\<(l—6)pk for 1^«
^/i—1, hence for q'^njl (n^q)) for which \Wj(q')\^
QXp{-(Ag+Bgir(q)v)}y
we have
!«(?')I <^*

(<* = !, -,/i-l),

and we see that q' e C/y fl C/A.
This shows that ry is not less than exp{—(^9+j59^')}, and combined
with above considerations, shows that we can take v(t) to be Blotv.
Note added in Proof.

The condition 77 ^ 1 in Theorem 2 can be replaced

by 7j>Q, if we take ^(O to be ^(f)=—log{l+S IC* |2} and K0=^i0exp(??0.
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